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Summary. Topological predicates between spatial objects have for a long time been a focus
of intensive research in a number of diverse disciplines. Inthe context of spatial databases and
geographical information systems, they support the construction of suitable query languages
for spatial data retrieval and analysis. Whereas to a large extent conceptual aspects of topo-
logical predicates have been emphasized, the development of efficient evaluation techniques
for them has been rather neglected. Recently, the design of topological predicates for differ-
ent combinations ofcomplexspatial data types has led to a large increase of their numbers
and accentuated the need for their efficient implementation. The goal of this paper is to de-
velop efficient implementation techniques for them within the framework of the spatial algebra
SPAL2D.
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1 Introduction

Topological predicates between spatial objects have always been a main area of re-
search in spatial data handling, reasoning, and query languages in a number of dis-
ciplines like artificial intelligence, linguistics, robotics, and cognitive science. They
characterize the relative position between two (or more) objects in space. The fo-
cus of this research has been on the conceptual design of and reasoning with these
predicates. In contrast to this large amount of conceptual work, implementation is-
sues for topological predicates have been widely neglectedexcept for spatial index
support as a pre-stage in query processing to identify candidate pairs of spatial ob-
jects that could possibly fulfill the predicate of interest.The main reason is probably
the (simplifying) view that some plane-sweep algorithm is sufficient to implement
topological predicates. Certainly a plane sweep plays an important role for the im-
plementation of these predicates, but there are (at least) two aspects that make such
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an implementation much more challenging. The first aspect refers to the details of
the plane sweep itself. Issues are how the plane sweep processescomplexinstead of
simplespatial objects, whether spatial objects have been preprocessed in the sense
that their intersections have been computed in advance (e.g., by employing a realm-
based approach [7]), how intersections are handled, and what kind of information the
plane sweep must output so that this information can be leveraged for predicate de-
termination. The second aspect deals with the kind of query posed. Given two spatial
objectsA andB, we can pose (at least) two kinds of topological queries: (1)“Do A
andB satisfy the topological predicatep?” and (2) “What is the topological predi-
cate betweenA andB?”. Only query 1 yields a Boolean value, and we call it hence
averification query. Query 2 returns a predicate (name) and we call it hence adeter-
mination query. We will see that these two kinds of query benefit from two different
evaluation procedures.

The goal of this paper is to present efficient implementationstrategies for topo-
logical predicates on simple and complex regions within theframework of the spa-
tial algebra SPAL2D. Section 2 discusses related work aboutspatial data types and
available design and implementation concepts for topological predicates. Forpredi-
cate executionwe distinguish two phases: In anexploration phase, described in Sec-
tion 3, a plane sweep scans a given configuration of two spatial objects and collects
metadata that can help us later derive the topological relationship between both ob-
jects. In the next phase, called theevaluation phaseand described in Section 4, these
metadata are matched against characteristic properties ofthe topological predicates.
This enables us to determine the Boolean result of a topological predicate (query 1)
and the kind of topological predicate (query 2). Section 5 describes implementation
results and performance analysis. Finally, Section 6 drawssome conclusions.

2 Related Work

For the implementation of topological predicates we need two kinds of ingredients: a
concept and implementation of spatial data types and a concept of topological pred-
icates to be implemented.Spatial data types(see [7] for a survey) likepoint, line,
andregionhave been accepted as fundamental abstractions for modeling the struc-
ture of geometric entities, their relationships, properties, and operations. Whereas in
the past, spatial objects were only simple structures (single points, continuous lines,
simple regions), the trend is now towards complex spatial objects allowing, e.g., mul-
tiple object components and holes in regions. The reason forthis development lies
in the need of applications and in the requirement of closureproperties for spatial
operations. Formal definitions of complex spatial data types can be found in [9].
Implementation descriptions of spatial data types are rare. Our implementation uses
strategies found in [7].

The amount of conceptual work ontopological predicatesis large. The two most
important approaches are the 9-intersection model[4] and theRandell-Cui-Cohn
model (RCC)[3]. But since these approaches only deal with topological predicates
for simplespatial objects, we have extended the approach in [4] tocomplexspatial
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objects in [9], which is the basis of our implementation. As we move to complex
spatial objects, the number of topological predicates increases significantly. This re-
quires more sophisticated and efficient evaluation techniques. For two complex re-
gions, one obtains 33 topological predicates whereas only 8exist between two sim-
ple regions. The details about the determination process can be found in [9]. Table 1
shows the matrix representations of the 33 predicates.

Only a few papers have dealt with the execution and implementation of topolog-
ical predicates. The paper in [2] uses an optimization technique similar to our matrix
thinning technique in Section 4.3 to minimize the number of needed computations.
Ad hoc implementations of topological predicates have beenproposed in [8].

3 The Exploration Phase: Collecting Topological Information

In this section, we give an overview of a process of exploringtopological information
between two spatial objects (here: regions). The detail of this process is discussed in
[8]. In this process, we scan a given configuration of the two objects in order to collect
data that help us later to derive the topological relationship between both objects in
the evaluation phase. The objective is to discover the topological information of each
object represented by overlap numbers using the plane sweepparadigm. The con-
cepts resemble those described in [6, 7] but are different inthe sense that they are not
realm-based and that they allow intersecting segments of the argument objects. Thus,
we describe the general case. Section 3.1 depicts the data structure implemented for
theregiondata type. Section 3.2 sketches some needed geometric concepts like par-
allel object traversal, overlap numbers, and plane sweep with an emphasis on special
features as they are relevant to our context. Section 3.3 explains the algorithm com-
bining these concepts and the output information provided for further analysis in the
evaluation phase.

3.1 Data Structure for the region Data Type

In the implementation described in this paper, we employ a new rational arithmetic
called RATIO. RATIO provides a data typerational whose value representations can
be of arbitrary, finite length and are only limited by main memory. This ensures nu-
merical robustness and topological consistency in our implementation. Conceptually,
complex regions can be considered from a “structured” and a “flat” view. The struc-
tured view defines an object of typeregionas a set of edge-disjoint faces. A face is
a simple polygon possibly containing a set of edge-disjointholes. A hole is a sim-
ple polygon. Two simple polygons areedge-disjointif their interiors are disjoint and
they possibly share single boundary points but not boundarysegments. The flat view
defines an object of typeregion as a collection of line segments which altogether
preserve the constraints and properties of the structured view. For a formal definition
see [5].

All coordinates are given as numbers of RATIO’s data typerational. A value
of typepoint is represented by a recordp = (x, y) wherex andy are coordinates.
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We assume the usual lexicographical order on points. Aregion object is given as
an orderedsequence (array) ofhalfsegments. Note that we omit all components of
a region object representation that do not play a role in this context. The idea of
halfsegments is to store each segment twice. A single segment corresponds to two
halfsegments: a left halfsegment and a right halfsegment. Aleft (right) halfsegment
is defined by the left/smaller (right/larger) point of the segment as itsdominating
point. The order relation on these halfsegments is defined first by the order of their
dominating points, type, angle, and length. Detail on the formal definition of this
order relation is discussed in [8].

An ordered sequence of halfsegments is represented as an array 〈(h1, a1), . . . ,
(hm, am)〉 of m halfsegmentshi ∈ H with hi < hj for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m.
Since inserting a halfsegment at an arbitrary position needs O(m) time, in our im-
plementation we use an AVL-tree embedded into an array whoseelements are linked
in sequence order. An insertion then requiresO(log m) time. Eachleft halfsegment
hi = (si, left) has an attached setai of attributes. Attributes contain auxiliary in-
formation that is needed by geometric algorithms. It is usually unnecessary to attach
attributes toright halfsegments since their existence in an ordered halfsegment se-
quence only indicates to plane sweep algorithms that the respective segment has to
be removed from thesweep line status; in our implementation they are omitted. In
the case for a region objectr, the left halfsegments carry an associated attributeIn-
sideAbovewhere the interior ofr lies above or left of their respective segments.

3.2 Parallel Object Traversal, Overlap Numbers, Plane Sweep

Three main and well understood concepts are needed for the algorithm to be de-
signed: parallel object traversal, the concept of overlap numbers, and the well-known
plane sweep paradigm.Parallel object traversalallows us, during the plane sweep,
to traverse the halfsegment sequences of both region operands in parallel since each
sequence is already in halfsegment sequence order. This avoids expensive, initial
sorting. Hence, by employing a cursor on both sequences, it is sufficient to check
the halfsegments at the current cursor positions of both sequences and to take the
lower one with respect to halfsegment sequence order for further computation. Be-
low we will describe a slight extension of the parallel object traversal in the sense
that it will traverse four instead of two halfsegment sequences and return the smallest
halfsegment from the four current cursor positions.

Finding out the degree of overlapping of region parts is important for determining
the topological relationship between two complex regions.For this purpose, we em-
ploy the concept ofoverlap numbers[6]. A point has overlap numberk if k regions
contain this point. For two regionsF andG, a pointp obtains the overlap number 2,
iff p ∈ F andp ∈ G. It obtains the overlap number 1, iff eitherp ∈ F andp ∈ G−,
or p ∈ F− andp ∈ G. Otherwise, its overlap number is 0. Since a segment of a
region separates space into two parts, an inner and an exterior one, during a plane
sweep each (half)segment is associated with asegment classwhich is a pair(m/n)
of overlap numbers, a lower (or right) onem and an upper (or left) onen. The lower
(upper) overlap number indicates the number of overlappingregion objects below
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Fig. 1. Changing overlap numbers after an intersection.

(above) the segment. In this way, we obtain asegment classificationof two region
objects and speak about(m/n)-segments. Obviously,m, n ≤ 2 holds.

Figure 1 shows the overlap numbers defined by two intersecting segments. The
segment class ofs1 [s2] left of the intersection point is(0/1) [(1/2)]. The segment
class ofs1 [s2] right of the intersection point is(1/2) [(0/1)]. That is, after the
intersection point, seen from left to right,s1 ands2 exchange their segment classes.
The reason is that the topology of both segments changes after the intersection point.

To preserve these benefits and to enable the use of overlap numbers also for
arbitrary segments, in the case that two segments from different region objects in-
tersect, partially coincide, or touch each other within theinterior of a segment, we
pursue a splitting strategy that is executed during the plane sweep “on the fly”. If
segments intersect, they are split at their common intersection point so that each
of them is replaced by two segments (i.e., four halfsegments) (Figure 2a). If two
segments partially coincide, they are split each time the endpoint of one segment
lies inside the interior of the other segment. Depending on the topological situations,
which can be described by Allen’s thirteen basic relations on intervals [1], each of the
two segments either remains unchanged or is replaced by up tothree segments (i.e.,
six halfsegments). From the thirteen possible relations, eight relations (four pairs of
symmetric relations) are of interest here (Figure 2b). If anendpoint of one segment
touches the interior of the other segment, the latter segment is split and replaced by
two segments (i.e., four halfsegments) (Figure 2c).

This splitting strategy is feasible from an implementationstandpoint since RA-
TIO ensures numerical robustness, exactness, and topological consistency of inter-
section operations. Intersecting and touching points can beexactlycomputed, leading
to representable points with rational coordinates provided by RATIO, and are thus
precisely located on the intersecting or touching segments.
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Fig. 2. Splitting of two intersecting segments (a), two partially coinciding segments (without
symmetric counterparts) (b), and a segment whose interior is touched by another segment (c).
Digits indicate part numbers of segments after splitting.
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However, the splitting of segments entails some algorithmic effort. On the one
hand, we want to keep the halfsegment sequences of theregionobjects unchanged
since their update is expensive and is only temporarily needed for the plane sweep.
On the other hand, the splitting of halfsegments has an effect on these sequences. As
a compromise, for eachregionobject, we maintain its “static” representation, and the
halfsegments obtained by the splitting process are stored in an additional dynamic
halfsegment sequence. The dynamic part is also organized asan AVL tree which
is embedded in an array and whose elements are linked in sequence order. Assum-
ing thatk splitting points are detected during the plane sweep, we need additional
O(k) space, and to insert them requiresO(k log k) time. After the plane sweep, this
additional space is released.

3.3 Topological Exploration Algorithm for the Region/Region Case

Using the three aforementioned concepts, the main goal of the exploration algorithm
is to determine the segment classification of eachregionobject. Each object is as-
signed aBoolean segment classification vector. This vector contains a field for the
segment classes(0/1) and(1/0), a field for(0/2) and(2/0), a field for(1/2) and
(2/1), and a field for(1/1). That is, symmetric segment classes are merged since
only either their non-existence or the existence of at leastone of the two classes is
later relevant. Each field is initialized withfalse. An additional flagpoint in common
indicates whether any two segments of both objects meet in a common endpoint.

The segment classification is determined with the same sweepline status struc-
ture of the plane sweep that handles necessary segment splits. The pseudocode below
presents the algorithm for its computation. When we encounter a right halfsegment
in the event point schedule, its segment is looked up in the sweep line status and
removed. For a left halfsegment, its segment is inserted into the sweep line status ac-
cording to they-coordinate of its left endpoint. Its lower overlap number is assigned
the upper overlap number of its predecessor and its upper overlap number is assigned
its incremented or decremented lower overlap number depending on whether the flag
InsideAboveis true or false, respectively.

The algorithm uses some auxiliary operations which we briefly describe. The
first two operations,rr selectfirst andrr selectnext, support parallel object traver-
sal. These operations check which of the tworegionobjectsF andG (i.e., the first,
the second, or both) has the smaller halfsegment. If the status of the traversal is equal
to endof both, both object representations have been traversed. The other needed
operations refer to management of the sweep line status, which is initialized with
newsweep. If a left (right) halfsegment of aregionobject is reached during a plane-
sweep, the operationadd left (del right) stores (removes) its segment component
into (from) the segment sequence of the sweep line status. The operationpred exists
(commonpoint exists) checks whether, for the segment currently considered in the
sweep line status, a predecessor (a neighbored segment immediately below the cur-
rent segment) exists. The operationsetattr (get pred attr) sets (gets) a set of at-
tributes for (from the predecessor of) the segment currently considered in the sweep
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line status. Finally, the operationget attr yields the attributes associated with a half-
segment.

algorithm SegmentClassification
input : regionobjectsF andG, initialized segment classification vectorsvF andvG

output: updated vectorsvF andvG

begin
S := new sweep(); point in common:= false; rr selectfirst(F , G, object, status);
while (status6= endof both) do

if (object= first) or (object= both) then h := get hs(F ) /* Let h = (s, d). */
elseh := get hs(G) endif; /* Let h = (s, d). */

if d = right then del right(S, s) elseadd left(S, s);
point in common:= point in commonor commonpoint exists(S);
if not pred exists(S) then (mp/np) := (∗/0)

else{(mp/np)} := get pred attr(S) endif;
ms := np; ns := np;
if ((object= first) or (object= both)) and (InsideAbove∈ get attr(F ))

then ns := ns + 1 elsens := ns − 1 endif;
if ((object= second) or (object= both)) and (InsideAbove∈ get attr(G))

then ns := ns + 1 elsens := ns − 1 endif;
S := set attr(S, {(ms/ns)});
if (object= first) then vF [(ms/ns)] := true
else if(object= second) then vG[(ms/ns)] := true
else if(object= both) then vF [(ms/ns)] := true; vG[(ms/ns)] := true; endif

endif;
rr selectnext(F , G, object, status);

endwhile
endSegmentClassification.

If F hasl andG hasm halfsegments, the while-loop is executed at mostn =
l + m times, because each time a new halfsegment is visited. The most expensive
operations within the loop are the insertion and the removalof a segment into and
from the sweep line status. We implement the status structure by an AVL tree which
realizes each of the two update operations in timeO(log n) and the other operations
in constant time. Since at mostn elements can be contained in the sweep line status,
the worst time complexity of the algorithm isO(n log n).

4 The Evaluation Phase: Matching Topological Relationships

So far, we are able to compute for two given complex regionsF andG their segment
classification vectorsvF andvG. The values of both vectors depend on the relative
positions ofF andG to each other. The existence or non-existence of a segment
class invF andvG, respectively, conveys a topological information. For example, if
vF indicates the existence of(0/1) segments inF , we can conclude thatF contains
segments that are located outside ofG. But this does not enable us to derive the
topological predicate between both objects, since it can bea disjoint-like, overlap-
like, or covers-like relationship. To be able to decide this, we need to consider more
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information in both vectors. Before we get to the actual evaluation process, we give
a definition for segment classification to better understandthe semantic behind these
classifications.

Definition 1. The possible segment classes for a segments of a complex regionF
with respect to another complex regionG are given by a functionSCas follows:

SC (s, F ;G) =

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

(0/1) iff s ∈ ∂F ∧ IA(s, F ) ∧ s ∈ G−

(1/0) iff s ∈ ∂F ∧ ¬IA(s, F ) ∧ s ∈ G−

(1/2) iff s ∈ ∂F ∧ IA(s, F ) ∧ s ∈ G◦

(2/1) iff s ∈ ∂F ∧ ¬IA(s, F ) ∧ s ∈ G◦

(0/2) iff s ∈ ∂F ∧ IA(s, F ) ∧ s ∈ ∂G ∧ IA(s, G)
(2/0) iff s ∈ ∂F ∧ ¬IA(s, F ) ∧ s ∈ ∂G ∧ ¬IA(s, G)
(1/1) iff s ∈ ∂F ∧ s ∈ ∂G ∧ ((IA(s, F ) ∧ ¬IA(s, G)) ∨

(¬IA(s, F ) ∧ IA(s, G)))

Of the nine possible combinations only seven describe validsegment classes.
This is because a(0/0)-segment contradicts the definition of a complexregionob-
ject, since then at least one of both regions would have two holes or an outer cycle
and a hole with a common border. Similarly,(2/2)-segments cannot exist, since then
at least one of the two regions would have a segment which is common to two outer
cycles of the object.

With this definition, we can establish a connection to the topological predicates
by constructing an evaluation technique called 9-intersection matrix(9-IM) char-
acterization(Section 4.1). This technique is used to answer both verification and
determination queries. Section 4.2 describes a fine-tuned approach calledminimum
cost decision treefor predicate determination. Section 4.3 delineates a sophisticated
approach calledmatrix thinningfor predicate verification.

4.1 9-Intersection Matrix Characterization

Instead of characterizing each topological predicate directly, the idea of this approach
is to uniquely characterize each element of the 3× 3-matrix of the 9-intersection
model [4]. Such an element is a predicate that checks one of the nine intersections
between the boundary∂F , interiorF ◦, or exteriorF− of a spatial objectF with the
boundary∂G, interiorG◦, or exteriorG− of another spatial objectG for inequality
to the empty set (see the left sides of the equivalence of Theorem 1). We call such
an elementmatrix predicate. For each topological predicate, its specification is then
given as the conjunction of the characterizations of the nine matrix predicates. In
the region/region case, amatrix predicate characterizationis again performed on the
basis of a segment classification and finally on the regions’ segment classification
vectors. The goal of the following lemmas is to lead us to a unique characterization
of all matrix predicates by means of segment classes. In all lemmas, letH(F ) and
H(G) be the set of all halfsegments (including any split halfsegment) inF andG
respectively. The first lemma provides a translation of eachsegment class into a
matrix predicate. Due to space limitations, detailed proofs are omitted.
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Lemma 1. LetF andG be two complex regions. Then we can infer the following im-
plications and partial equivalences between segment classes and matrix predicates:

(i) ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(0/1), (1/0)} ⇔ ∂F ∩ G− 6= ∅

(ii) ∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(0/1), (1/0)} ⇔ F− ∩ ∂G 6= ∅

(iii) ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(1/2), (2/1)} ⇔ ∂F ∩ G◦ 6= ∅

(iv) ∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(1/2), (2/1)} ⇔ F ◦ ∩ ∂G 6= ∅

(v) ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0)} ⇒ ∂F ∩ ∂G 6= ∅ ∧ F ◦ ∩ G◦ 6= ∅

(vi) ∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0)} ⇔ ∃ h ∈ H(F ) :
SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0)}

(vii) ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(1/1)} ⇒ ∂F ∩ ∂G 6= ∅ ∧ F ◦ ∩ G− 6= ∅

∧ F− ∩ G◦ 6= ∅

(viii) ∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(1/1)} ⇔ ∃ h ∈ H(F ) :
SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(1/1)}

The proof for this lemma follows directly from the segment classification definition
(Definition 1) and the definition of complex region in [9]. Thesecond lemma pro-
vides a translation of some matrix predicates into segment classes.

Lemma 2. Let F andG be two complex regions. Then we can infer the following
implications between matrix predicates and segment classes:

(i) F ◦ ∩ G◦ 6= ∅ ⇒ ∃ h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0), (1/2), (2/1)} ∨
∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0), (1/2), (2/1)}

(ii) F ◦ ∩ G− 6= ∅ ⇒ ∃ h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(0/1), (1/0), (1/1)} ∨
∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(1/2), (2/1), (1/1)}

(iii) F− ∩ G◦ 6= ∅ ⇒ ∃ h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(1/2), (2/1), (1/1)} ∨
∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(0/1), (1/0), (1/1)}

This lemma is proved using the ovelap number concept in conjunction with complex
region definition. The third lemma states some implicationsbetween matrix predi-
cates.

Lemma 3. Let F andG be two complex regions. Then we can infer the following
implications between matrix predicates:

(i) point in common ⇒ ∂F ∩ ∂G 6= ∅

(ii) ∂F ∩ G− 6= ∅ ⇒ F ◦ ∩ G− 6= ∅ ∧ F− ∩ G− 6= ∅

(iii) F− ∩ ∂G 6= ∅ ⇒ F− ∩ G◦ 6= ∅ ∧ F− ∩ G− 6= ∅

(iv) ∂F ∩ G◦ 6= ∅ ⇒ F ◦ ∩ G◦ 6= ∅ ∧ F− ∩ G◦ 6= ∅

(v) F ◦ ∩ ∂G 6= ∅ ⇒ F ◦ ∩ G◦ 6= ∅ ∧ F ◦ ∩ G− 6= ∅

The proof for this lemma is based on the definition ofpoint in common and point
set topological concepts found in [9]. The following theorem collects the results
we have obtained so far and proves the lacking parts of the nine matrix predicate
characterizations.

Theorem 1.Let F and G be two complex regions. LetH(F ) and H(G) be the
set of possibly split halfsegments ofF andG. Then the matrix predicates of the 9-
intersection matrix are equivalent to the following segment class characterizations:
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(i) F ◦ ∩ G◦ 6= ∅ ⇔ ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0), (1/2), (2/1)} ∨
∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0), (1/2), (2/1)}

(ii) F ◦ ∩ ∂G 6= ∅ ⇔ ∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(1/2), (2/1)}
(iii) F ◦ ∩ G− 6= ∅ ⇔ ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(0/1), (1/0), (1/1)} ∨

∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(1/2), (2/1), (1/1)}
(iv) ∂F ∩ G◦ 6= ∅ ⇔ ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(1/2), (2/1)}
(v) ∂F ∩ ∂G 6= ∅ ⇔ ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0), (1/1)} ∨

∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(0/2), (2/0), (1/1)} ∨
point in common

(vi) ∂F ∩ G− 6= ∅ ⇔ ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(0/1), (1/0)}
(vii) F− ∩ G◦ 6= ∅ ⇔ ∃h ∈ H(F ) : SC (h, F ; G) ∈ {(1/2), (2/1), (1/1)} ∨

∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(0/1), (1/0), (1/1)}
(viii) F− ∩ ∂G 6= ∅ ⇔ ∃ g ∈ H(G) : SC (g,G; F ) ∈ {(0/1), (1/0)}
(ix) F− ∩ G− 6= ∅ ⇔ true

Theorem 1 provides us with a unique characterization of eachindividual matrix
predicate of the 9-intersection matrix. This approach has several benefits. First, it is
systematic and has a formal and sound foundation. Hence, we can be sure about the
correctness of segment classes assigned to matrix predicates, and vice versa. Second,
this evaluation method is independent of the number of topological predicates and
only requires a constant number of evaluations for matrix predicate characterizations.
Instead of nine, even only eight matrix predicates have to bechecked sinceF− ∩
G− 6= ∅ is always true (Theorem1(ix)). Third, we have proved the correctness of
our corresponding implementation.

Based on this result, we can perform the predicate verification for a topological
predicatep on the basis ofp’s 9-intersection matrix (see Table 1). In the case of a
value 1 (true) for a matrix predicate, we take its equivalent, assigned segment classi-
fication on the right side in Theorem 1 and match it with the segment classification
vectorsvF andvG computed in the exploration phase. If there is a match, we pro-
ceed with the next value and matrix predicate in the 9-intersection matrix; otherwise
p is false. In the case of a value 0 (false) for a matrix predicate, we pursue the same
strategy but have to negate the assigned segment classification on the right side in
Theorem 1 first.

For a predicate determination we take the following approach: For the first topo-
logical predicatep, we begin with the segment class characterization of the first ma-
trix predicate on the right side in Theorem 1 and match it withvF andvG. For a
value 1 for the matrix predicate, this means thatvF andvG must satisfy the segment
class characterization on the right side of the matrix predicate. For a value 0 of the
matrix predicate,vF andvG must satisfy the negated segment class characterization.
If they match, we know that this matrix predicate is satisfiedand we continue with
the segment class characterization of the next matrix predicate. Otherwise,p is false
and we perform the whole procedure with the next topologicalpredicate. In the worst
case, this requires 33 tests of topological predicates.
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4.2 TheMinCostDecisionTree Algorithm

In this and the next section we fine-tune the approach of Section 4.1. A first observa-
tion is that for predicate determination we have to test all 33 topological predicates
in the worst case. We propose a concept calledminimum cost decision tree(MCDT)
in this section which avoids this drawback and is similar to atechnique introduced in
[2] for topological predicates for simple regions. The ideais to construct a binary de-
cision tree whose inner nodes are matrix predicates and whose leaf nodes are the 33
topological predicates. The tree partitions the search space at each node and progres-
sively excludes more and more other topological predicates. In the best case, at each
node of the decision tree the search space is partitioned into two halves. This requires
log s computations wheres is the number of topological predicates. Fors = 33 the
height of the tree is at least 6.

The pseudocode below shows our recursive algorithm for computing a minimum
cost decision tree. Assuming that all topological relationships occur with equal prob-
ability, our cost model is to sum up all the path lengths from each topological pred-
icate to the root. The algorithm takes as input the list of intersection matrices of the
topological predicates (Table 1). These matrices later become the leaves of the deci-
sion tree. In addition, a node list is required such that the algorithm may skip those
decision branch elements that already appeared in the node path. This node list is
empty at the start of the program and updated for every recursive call. The algorithm
constructs the best tree by traversing through each valid decision branch using depth
first search as it makes recursive calls. The recursion stackends once a leaf is found,
and at this point we have a sub-tree for which we can calculatethe total cost. Then the
recursion returns and recursively finds the next leaf. By comparing each alternative
minimum cost sub-tree from each decision branch at a level, we obtain the minimum
cost sub-trees at the parent level of the current level. Thiscomparison takes place
from the bottom up until the complete minimum cost tree is constructed and the root
is chosen.

algorithm MinCostDecisionTree
input : A matrix list mat[] and a node list nodeList[]
output: The root node of a minimum cost decision tree.
begin

element := firstElement(); bestNode := newNode();
while (element.isV alid) do node := newNode(element);

if (node.isUnary) then continue;
else if(node.isLeaf ) then bestNode.id := mat[0].id; bestNode.cost := 0; break;
elsenodeList.add(node); node.lChild := MinCostTree(node.lChildren, nodeList);

node.rChild := MinCostTree(node.rChildren, nodeList);
node.cost := node.lChild.cost + node.rChild.cost + node.lChildren.length+

node.rChildren.length;
if (node.cost < bestNode.cost) then bestNode := node; endif;

endif; element := nextElement();
endwhile;
return bestNode;

endMinCostDecisionTree
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Several trees exist with the minimum total path length (minimum cost). For our
case, we choose the first tree found. Due to space limitations, we cannot show the
tree. It has height6, and the total cost (path length) for all topological predicates is
170. Compared with the cost of8 · 33 = 264 for the solution of Section 4.1, this
reduces the cost for predicate determination to64%.

4.3 Matrix Thinning

A second observation is that for predicate verification not all matrix predicates
have to be evaluated. For example, for predicate 1 in Table 1 the combination that
F ◦ ∩ G◦ = ∅ ∧ ∂F ∩ ∂G = ∅ holds (indicated by two 0’s) is unique among
the 33 predicates. Hence, only these two matrix predicates have to be tested in order
to decide abouttrue or falseof the predicate. The question arises how the matrices
can be “thinned out” and nevertheless remain unique among the 33 predicates. We
have implemented a brute-force algorithm which for each intersection matrix checks
all combinations of matrix predicate values for uniquenessamong the 32 other inter-
section matrices. The algorithm begins with single matrix predicate values and then
proceeds with pairs, triples, quadruples, quintuples, etc. Table 1 shows the result.
The ’*’ elements correspond to “don’t care” elements whereas other elements are
the essential elements. We have found 6 matrices with 2 matrix predicates that have
to be checked, 6 matrices with 3 matrix predicates to be checked, 10 matrices with
4 matrix predicates to be checked, and 11 matrices with 5 matrix predicates to be
checked. The total cost is6 ·2+6 ·3+10 ·4+11 ·5 = 125. Compared with the cost
of 8 per topological predicate for the solution of Section 4.1, this reduces the average
cost for predicate verification to3.8 (= 47%) per topological predicate. [2] uses a
similar approach which is based on a greedy heuristic. In contrast to this work, we
also provide an implementation concept.

5 Implementation and Performance Analysis

The aforementioned techniques have been tested and verifiedthrough an implemen-
tation of the topological predicates as part of the SPAL2D package. The implementa-
tion makes use of a complex spatial data type system (SDT) which in turn is built on
top of the rational number system (RATIO). This design framework ensures system-
wide numerical robustness and topological consistency. Since performance is one of
the goals for this implementation, we choose a popular compiled languageC++ for
the development.

As far as topological predicate implementation is concerned, the 9-intersection
matrix characterization technique makes it possible to process a single matrix predi-
cate at a time. This gives rise to the possibility of using decision tree or thin matrices
depending on the query type. An empirical study has been performed to verify both
correctness and performance improvement in using these evaluation methods. Figure
3 illustrates the result for predicate determination.
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Table 1. Topological matrices| thinning matrices for the 33 topological predicates between
two complex regions.
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Fig. 3. Predicate Determination Comparison

Without using the decision tree, one would have to perform a linear search
through all 33 predicates. Logarithmic search is not possible since there is no com-
parison relation between these predicates. Hence, the timefunction is a monotonely
increasing function with the best case requiring 8 matrix predicate comparisons and
worst case requiring upto8·33 = 264 comparisons. In contrast, by using the decision
tree, each predicate determination is limited to at most 6 matrix predicate compar-
isons. Our test cases are designed to cover all predicates for complex regions. Using
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a1.8 GHz64-bit processor, the average predicate evaluation time withdecision tree
is 0.6416 micro seconds as opposed to3.6228 micro seconds without decision tree.
This reduces the cost to18% which indicates an improvement of82%.

For predicate verification, evaluation without thin matrices requires8 matrix
predicate comparisons, whereas at most5 comparisons are required with thin ma-
trices. Furthermore, by using thin matrices, we can reject evaluation as soon as there
is a mismatch of matrix predicates. For our test cases, the verification requires an
average of3.24 matrix predicate comparisons. This reduces the cost to40.5% which
indicates an improvement of59.5%.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents research results on the evaluation and implementation of topolog-
ical predicates on complex regions. It considers the two main problems of topological
predicate verification and determination. The main idea is to characterize each matrix
predicate of the 9-intersection matrix by a unique set of segment classes that have
to be checked. This characterization allows the use of minimum cost decision tree
and matrix thinning, which significantly speed up the predicate determination and
verification processes. The approach has been implemented in the SPAL2D software
library which is currently under development and determined for an integration into
extensible databases. In the future, we plan to consider theevaluation of topological
predicates for all type combinations that also include the spatial data typespointand
lines.
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